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Abstract: The paper presents the results of studying the development of calcite neoformations on the
surfaces of modern buildings within the city of Tyumen. The objects of the study were carbonate crusts
and stalactite-like bodies formed on the surfaces of five representative buildings in the city center.
Research methods included visual diagnostics, optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy
with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, confocal laser scanning microscopy and semi-quantitative
determination of the mineral composition by X-ray diffraction analysis. The results of the study show
that calcite is the main component of all carbonate crusts, while other minerals were found in small
quantities. The microscopic studies revealed the differences in morphology of crusts developing
on horizontal and vertical surfaces. The mycelium of fungi (presumably of the Penicillium group),
represented by filamentous and often hollow hyphae covered with calcite, as well as relics of bacterial
colonies were found in all studied samples. It was noted that the mycelium forms the structural frame
of carbonate crusts and stalactites. Studies have shown that the prokaryotic–eukaryotic communities
are responsible for the high rate of the urban speleothem growth and play the main role in calcite
precipitation at the initial stages of their development.
Keywords: calcite; urban speleothems; biomineralization; fungi; crusts

1. Introduction
Building materials are subjected to a wide range of physical and chemical weathering processes
in the urban environment. Significant temperature drops inside and outside buildings and frequent
excessive moistening during hindered evaporation lead to gradual destruction of the initial structure
and changes in the properties of natural construction materials [1–4]. The leaching of carbonate
cement is one of the most common, notable, and potentially dangerous processes [5,6]. The dissolution
of mineral compounds and their subsequent deposition leads to the deterioration of the bonding
properties of the cement stone and the weakening of the entire engineering structure [7,8].
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The development of carbonate crusts, fades, sinters, and sometimes, stalactite-like forms on the
facades of buildings is an important indicator of this process [7,9,10]. Neoformations on the surfaces
of facing materials also significantly degrade the aesthetic appeal of the urban architecture; worsen
the preservation of the monuments of architectural and historical heritage; and demand expensive
measures for their removal [11–14]. In addition, the weathering of building materials in the conditions
of an urbanized area is intensified due to the impacts of corrosive chemical compounds occurring in
the compositions of atmospheric aerosols, snowmelt, and rainfall waters [15,16].
In Russian scientific tradition, the formation of carbonate crusts, sinters, and stalactites within
buildings and engineering structures is observed as “technogenic speleogenesis”, and such manifestations
are called “technogenic speleotherms” or “urban speleotherms” [17,18]. It is generally accepted that the
development of these formations is similar to those that take place in karst cavities. These processes
are considered to be predominantly chemogenic but proceed much more quickly [19]. Development of
technogenic speleothems has been frequently reported for various manmade constructions operating
under conditions of excessive moistening: technological cavities, sewage, ventilation and water
purification systems, dam patterns, concrete slabs of bridges, basements of old buildings, walls, mine
workings, tunnels, fortifications, etc. [20–24]. It should be noted that, despite the significant spread of this
phenomenon, the mechanisms of technogenic speleothem development have been studied much less
than their natural analogs. The problems with the possible rates and conditions of their formation are
still debatable. There is no consensus on the roles of microbial communities and other living organisms
in the formation of calcite speleotherms, since it is difficult to explain high growth rates only from the
standpoint of chemogenic mineralization [19].
The formation of the majority of technogenic speleothems described in the scientific literature
occurs in enclosed, poorly ventilated spaces of old engineering constructions and on architectural
monuments [18]. This work presents the results of studying technogenic calcite neoformations (carbonate
crusts and stalactites) developing within the high levels of the Tura River embankment and several other
buildings in the central part of Tyumen city. These localities are not typical for urban speleotherms
due to the high degree of airflow and the relatively short age of the constructions under consideration.
The development of calcite crusts, sinters, and stalactites under such conditions is of interest, as they
can serve as potential indicators of the intensity of the leaching processes and the destruction of
natural building materials, such as cement stone. Moreover, they could be of importance for attaining
a better understanding of the possible rates and formation mechanisms of authigenic minerals in
urban environments.
This work aims to reveal the features of the mineral composition, structure, and possible
mechanisms of the formation of carbonate crusts and stalactites on the facades of recent buildings
and engineering structures in the city of Tyumen, as well as identifying the factors that contribute to
this phenomenon.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Objects
The city of Tyumen is located in the south of Western Siberia on the high terraces of the Tura
River (Figure 1). The left bank of the river is low-lying and marshy; the right bank, where the
business and historical center of Tyumen is located, is rather steep and is composed of Late Quaternary
lacustrine–alluvial loams and, to a lesser extent, sands. The climate is moderately continental; the
average precipitation is 480 mm with a maximum in summer. The average temperature in January
is −15 ◦ C, and in July is 18.8 ◦ C; the average annual air temperature over a long period is 0.7 ◦ C.
The relative air humidity is 75%, varying by month from 59% to 83%. The highest values fall in the
colder months, and the lowest values fall in the spring months [25].
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Five buildings from the Tyumen city center where carbonate crusts were diagnosed were selected
as objects of research (Figure 1). The embankment of the Tura is one of the largest architectural projects
in the history of the city. The supposed length of the entire construction is about 4 km; the number of
levels is 4 (the lower one is flooded in the springtime); and the average height is 25 m. The first stage
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of the embankment (2.4 km long) from the Holy Trinity Monastery to the House of Merchant Prasolov
was put into operation in 2012. Nowadays, construction works are ongoing at the sites of the second
and third stages of construction from the bridge on Chelyuskintsev street to Maslovsky Vzvoz and
from the Bridge of Lovers to the Babarynka River mouth. Most of the embankment is covered with
massive granite slabs. The study objects are located within both the lowest and highest levels of the
embankment, where manifestations of authigenic carbonate formation were found. The building of
the Department of Mineral Resources and Ecology of the Tyumen Region (brought into operation in
2008), the building of the “Na Tsarskoi” restaurant (brought into operation in 1964; later, the facade
was repeatedly rebuilt in the early 2000s), and the building of the Architectural Institute of the Tyumen
Industrial University (commissioned in 1914; the facade was rebuilt in the early 2000s) are among the
other objects of study. All the constructions under consideration are characterized by the presence of
carbonate neoformations on their facades and visible traces of the destruction of facing materials.
2.2. Analytical Methods
Samples of carbonate crusts and stalactite-like neoformations as well as the cement stone were
collected for microscopic and laboratory research within several sites of the fourth level of the Tura
River embankment as well as from the facades of the above-mentioned buildings. In addition, the
distribution and rate of the formation processes of carbonate crusts, sinters, and stalactites were
visually examined, and annual and seasonal photo fixation of the changes were performed. In total,
22 samples of calcite neoformations (ten representing embankment and three for other locations), as
well as 3 samples of cement stone from Tura River embankment, were collected for further analytical
studies. All samples were examined in thin sections using polarizing microscope, while undisturbed
samples using scanning electron microscopy. Selected samples of calcite neoformations and cement
stone were selected for X-ray diffraction analysis. Crusts and stalactite-like bodies from Tura River
Embankment were studied using confocal laser-scanning microscopy.
The most representative samples were dried at 60 ◦ C and used for further mineralogical and
microscopic studies. The primary diagnostics of collected samples was carried out using a Leica
EZ4 D stereomicroscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) with an integrated digital camera.
The subsequent studies of representative samples were performed in thin sections made from
selected neoformations (longitudinal and transverse sections) using an Eclipse LV100POL polarization
microscope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) and an Axio Vert reflected light microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen,
Germany). In addition, the undisturbed samples were studied using a TM3000 (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan)
scanning electron microscope with a Quantax 70 EDS attachment at ×100–5000 magnification and a
scanning electron microscope JSM-6390LV (Jeol, Tokyo, Japan) with an energy dispersing attachment
(INCA Energy 450 X-Max 80). SEM observation were made under high vacuum (HV-mode) and mainly
in the elemental composition mode (BSE, registration of back scattered electrons). While performing
the EDS analysis, the voltage was 15 and 20 kV for first and second devices, respectively.
The confocal microscopy has been successfully used to record traces of activity of living
organisms [27] and to study the concentric structure of cave speleothems [28]. Therefore, selected
samples of carbonate crusts were examined using a LSM 780 NLO confocal laser-scanning microscope
(Carl Zeiss, Germany). Studies were performed on thin sections. Fluorescence excitation sources were
405 and 488 nm lasers. Images of urban speleothem fluorescence were made using an emission filter
that recorded light in the wavelength range 505–539 nm (corresponding to the visible green range).
Semi-quantitative determination of the mineral composition was carried out using X-ray diffraction
analysis on a DRON-2 X-ray powder diffractometer (Burevestnik, Russia) in the 2θ range of 3–40◦ .
The diffractograms were processed using GeoQuant software to delete automatic recognition errors.
Individual neoformations developed on the river embankment were also studied on a D2 Phaser X-ray
diffractometer (Bruker, Hamburg, Germany) with CuKα radiation in the 2θ range of 20–100◦ .
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3. Results
3.1. Visual Examination
Carbonate crusts and small drop-shaped stalactite-like bodies (Figure 1c,d) represent urban
speleothems of the Tura embankment. At the lower level of the embankment, calcite neoformations
are represented by massive, up to 1.5 cm thick, carbonate crusts with a cellular texture. The study
objects vary in color from light beige to rusty brown. Strong crusts and sinters are developed on both
horizontal and vertical surfaces. Stalactites are fragile, hollow tubes with a diameter of 12–15 mm at
the base and a length from 20 to 50–55 mm. The wall thickness of these neoformations does not exceed
1–1.5 mm. The external surface of stalactite-like bodies is opaque and rough, sometimes with small
inclusions and weakly noticeable zones of thinning. In some cases, the step-like growth pattern is
clearly distinguished, as evidenced from the visual diagnostics, even without using special equipment.
Neoformations of the upper level of the embankment are represented by thin, white and gray crusts,
developed mainly along the joints of the granite slab fence (Figure 1b). Signs of the destruction of
the construction can be visually diagnosed at the lower levels of the embankment. In some cases, the
facade is completely destroyed, and cement stone in the cracks and voids demonstrates noticeable
signs of degradation.
The calcite formations on the facades of the building of the Department of Mineral Resources
and Ecology are represented by thin, white crusts developing along engineering joints (Figure 1f).
The granite facade is partly destroyed. Neoformations of the facade of the “On Tsarskoi” restaurant
building are represented by grayish-white, light-beige crusts, developing along the joints and cracks
in the granite tiles poorly attached to the basement surface (Figure 1e). Creamy and white carbonate
crusts are widespread within the facades and the front porch of the Tyumen Industrial University
Architectural Institute building. The facade of the building is partly destroyed and, in places where
there are no granite slabs, it is noticeable that neoformations develop directly on the surface of the
cement stone. In these places, the reinforcement is visible on the surface of the destructed concrete
(Figure 1a).
3.2. XRD Analysis
The main mineral component in all studied carbonate crusts is calcite, while, for stalactite-like
formations on the embankment, it is Mg–calcite (Figure 2). In addition, quartz, albite, orthoclase,
dolomite, rhodochrosite, and magnetite were found in some of the studied samples. According to the
X-ray analysis, the cement stone from the construction joints of the Tura River Embankment contains
quartz, K-feldspar, Na-feldspar, kaolinite, hydromica, calcite and siderite. Poorly expressed peaks
related to calcite indicate a strong leaching of carbonate material from the cement stone, which is
proves the results of visual examinations.
In general, there is a distinct correlation between the composition, morphology, age, color, and
ratios of calcite and other mineral components. The most expressed calcite peaks were observed in
crusts from the facades of the Tura embankment, where the highest rates of recent mineral formation
were noted, and the crusts were deposited from supersaturated solutions. The highest quartz contents
were measured in the urban speleothems developed near major highways due to intensive dusting.
Some components, such as dolomite, rhodochrosite, quartz, albite, orthoclase and magnetite, are
probably related to the inclusions of the cement stone material, while calcite is the only authigenic
mineral. This fact was also proved by the results of SEM-EDS analysis. Obviously, these minerals fell
into neoformations as clastic material formed during the destruction of the facing materials, as well as
during the destruction of concrete slabs and cement.
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conditions [17]. Vertically growing cores have the maximum thickness among all studied samples up
to 3.2 mm and 1.5–2 mm on average, while horizontally growing crusts are 9–12 mm thick, with an
average thickness of 5–6 mm. The wall thickness of stalactites, on average, does not exceed 2 mm.
Two types of external surface of the crusts can be distinguished. The first type is represented by
even and smooth crusts. Calcite crystals on the external sides of these crusts are almost completely
smooth and are not visible even under high magnification. As a rule, such surfaces are characteristic
of vertically growing crusts. The second type is represented by the crusts, the surface of which has a
sharply defined relief and consists of large segregations of microcrystals with a concentrically zoned
structure. They develop mainly on horizontal and subhorizontal surfaces under conditions of constant
inflow of the supersaturated solutions.
The carbonate crusts on the facades at the lower levels of the embankment have the maximum
thickness among all the studied objects. The neoformations represent successive alternations of layers
composed of nodules and dendritic intergrowths of microcrystals (Figure 3a,b). When studying the
crusts in thin sections, it is noticeable that the primary material for speleothems is heterogeneous.
On the general background, there are noticeable signs of partial dissolution and recrystallization.
The voids between individual layers are practically absent, and the interlayer space is filled by
dendritic aggregates of crystals oriented toward each other and small concentric aggregates.
The crusts developing on the upper levels of the embankment consist of layers that are similar
in thickness, which fit closely to each other at the places of junction of granite slabs with the surface
(Figure 3c). The voids between the individual layers, comprising these neoformations, are confined
to the engineering joints, where the most intense redeposition of the carbonate material occurs. Such
voids include both branched dendritic aggregates consisting of elongated crystals with traces of
dissolution [29] and aggregates of concentric formations. Such texture can be called colloform, which
is typical not only for ore minerals formed from saturated colloid solutions, but also for carbonate
speleotherms [30].
When studying the stalactite-like neoformations of the embankment in thin sections, characteristic
differences of the external and internal surfaces of the carbonate speleothems were recorded (Figure 3e).
The rather homogeneous and smooth external surface consists of intergrown concentric oolith-like
microaggregates, zonally colored by alizarin. The internal surface is heterogeneous, representing an
alternation of sites filled with small, uniformly distributed, poorly formed calcite crystals and areas
with intensive growth of dendritic aggregates consisting of flattened, pointed, tile-like microcrystals.
The large dendritic aggregates are oriented from the base to the top. The aggregates that develop
from the sidewalls to the center of the inner space are usually composed of smaller but more isolated
and better-defined crystals. In some cases, such formations, which develop from the sidewalls, form
bridge-like (chord-like) segregations that penetrate the cavity of the stalactite-like bodies. In places
where dendritic aggregates grow together, the initial shapes of individual crystals can be distinguished.
The evident crystallization centers have not been revealed, which is an indirect sign that growth occurs
in the weakening zones of the external layer, where the intensity of crystal growth increases under
conditions of an elevated concentration of Ca-rich material.
The walls of stalactite-like bodies have a two-part structure: a thin outer crust with traces of
dissolution on the external surface and an inner layer consisting of massive calcite with distinguishable
relic outlines of crystals. This structural pattern indicates the repeated process of recrystallization
of some parts of the neoformation. Morphologically well-defined dendritic aggregates of crystals
are surrounded by almost even surfaces that confirm the simultaneity of the formation of the outer
surface and the internal space. In some cases, elongated hollow and concentric aggregates of probably
biogenic origin are distinguished (Figure 3f).
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crystals, represent the first type. Due to this, they are nearly rounded in shape. The second type is
represented by small isometric microcrystals that form spherical segregations that are often covered
with thin organic films.
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of the
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The obtained results confirm the suggestion of some authors [19,32,42–44] that living organisms
(fungi and bacterial colonies) play a significant role in the formation of speleothems. It is likely that
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The obtained results confirm the suggestion of some authors [19,32,42–44] that living organisms
(fungi and bacterial colonies) play a significant role in the formation of speleothems. It is likely that
the prokaryotic–eukaryotic communities play the main role in the precipitation of carbonates in urban
speleothems at the initial stages of their development and determine their growth rate. Since the
ecosystem is open to climatic and anthropogenic impacts, partial mechanical destruction and chemical
dissolution, which affect the chemogenic redeposition of calcite, also play a certain role. Chemogenic
crystallization of calcite (and partial dissolution) takes place in the voids remaining after fossilization
of the sheaths of fungi and bacteria.
The role of biogenic sedimentation of carbonate material is also indirectly manifested in the
morphology and diversity of crystal forms. Crystals with characteristic morphology were obtained by
several researchers while studying the in vitro formation of calcite by carbonate precipitating bacteria
taken from the Shulgan-Tash cave. It has been established that vital activity of bacterial communities
and separately cultivated isolates (strains) changes the pH of the medium to 8.5, which leads to
precipitation of calcite crystals. The dominant forms obtained in the experiments with isolates were
split crystals [45]. In addition, it is important to note another possible way of carbonate formation
that takes place after the death of microorganisms–incrustation or biomorphosis of parts of organisms
capable for mineralization. For some fungi from the genus Penicillium sp. and P. implicatum the
deposition of calcite with specific microfiber habitus and hyphae fossilization was observed after the
death of the colonies. However, bacterial microfossils with mineralized membranes are rather rare.
There are several important features associated with the formation of carbonate crusts on the
facades of buildings. Firstly, the studied neoformations were found mainly on the facades of buildings
and constructions located in the near-valley part of Tyumen city under conditions of elevated humidity.
It should be emphasized that carbonate crusts have developed on the facades of both recent buildings
(less than five years) and those that were constructed more than 15–20 years ago. Consequently,
the age of constructions cannot be considered as a factor that determines the possibility of their
formation, as noted in some works [18]. The most intensive development of massive crusts with a
characteristic cellular structure was recorded for the facades of the river embankment, where direct
signs of its degradation were rather limited. The studies of the cement stone from this location revealed
the significant leaching of carbonate cement, which is the main source of material for intensive
development of speleotherms. At the same time, this process is less intensive on the facades of older,
partly destroyed buildings, where a significant amount of carbonate material in the cement is leached.
It is not possible to establish an unambiguous relationship between the intensity of urban speleothem
growth and the conditions of specific engineering structures (locality, features of temperature and water
conditions), since all structures under consideration differ in terms of construction, volume, and the type
of cement used. At the same time, it should be noted that dense neoformations develop in over-moistened
areas (lower levels of the embankment), indicating abundant signs of biogenic mineral formation. Thinner
carbonate crusts and sinters are formed on the open, well sun-heated, and windblown south facades,
largely due to the chemogenic precipitation of carbonates. Therefore, it is possible to suggest that the
main factors that promote the development of neoformations are the structural defects of the buildings as
well as the breach of operating procedures during the construction activities. Living organisms and the
conditions of the buildings only determine the intensity of carbonate leaching and redeposition.
The results of our study show that the mechanical cleaning of facades is not an adequate method
to prevent carbonate formation, as the growth rate of almost all crusts and sinters is quite high [7].
In addition, the development of urban speleothems is intensified by the influence of living organisms,
namely fungi and bacteria. Therefore, measures for the prevention of this process, such as joint sealing
and antimicrobial surface treatment, should be much more promising than temporary cleaning.
5. Conclusions
(1)

Carbonate crusts, developed on the facades of different buildings and constructions in the city of
Tyumen, vary widely in terms of structure, thickness, and mineral composition. The variations
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(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)
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are stipulated by the intensity of leaching of the carbonate material as well as the age and design
features of specific constructions.
Calcite and, in some cases, Mg–calcite are the main mineral components of the studied urban
speleothems. In addition, they include quartz, albite, orthoclase, dolomite, rhodochrosite, and
magnetite (in individual samples). All minerals except for calcite, which generally forms on all
structural elements of neoformations, are related to inclusions of cement stone ore other building
materials that appear in speleotherms as a result dusting and destruction of the facades.
The obtained results confirm the previous suggestions about the significant roles of living
organisms, such as fungi and bacterial colonies, in the formation of urban speleotherms. It appears
that the biogenic processes prevail at the early development stages of carbonate neoformations
and are responsible for the rate of their growth. Gradual intensification of the processes of
chemogenic crystallization of calcite occurs mainly after the formation of the main volume of
carbonate crusts. A key role of the biogenic precipitation of the carbonate material is also evident
in the morphology and variety of crystal shapes.
The study results indicate a high rate of formation of carbonate crusts and its dependence on
seasonal cycles and intra-seasonal fluctuations in temperature and precipitation.
The significant role of the biogenic processes in the intensification of carbonate precipitation is an
additional argument in favor of the poor effectiveness of mechanical cleaning of facades, as it
is oriented only on the consequences but not the cause. Such mechanism of their development
has to be taken into account when planning the measures for their removal and prevention of
similar processes for objects under construction. Therefore, precautions against the development
of such processes, such as joint sealing and antibacterial surface treatment, could be rather
more promising.
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